TLC Primetime Highlights: Week of December 10th (as of 12.10.12)

Contact:
Niki Kazakos, (310) 975-1658, niki_kazakos@discovery.com
Visit press.discovery.com for select episodic photography and full episodes

Of note this week:

**Specials**

**FOUR HOUSES: DECK THE HALLS**- Tuesday, December 11th

**TODDLERS & TIARAS MOST MEMORABLE MOMENTS**- Wednesday, December 12TH

**TODDLERS & TIARAS HOLIDAY SPECIAL**- Wednesday, December 12TH

**JERSEY ON ICE**- Wednesday, December 12TH

**TOP 10 WEDDINGS OF 2012**- Thursday, December 13th

**WILLIAM & KATE: A ROYAL BABY STORY**- Sunday, December 16th

Monday, December 10th

9:00 PM ET/PT

**NEXT GREAT BAKER #3**– **CAKE POWERS, ACTIVATE!**

Boom! Pow! Zapp! This week the contestants must invent their own comic book superheroes, and build a 3-foot tall cake that tells their story. You can run, but you can’t hide because judging this week’s cake is the meanest and greenest superhero of them all!

10:00 PM ET/PT

**CAKE BOSS #20** - **OPERATION: TANK CAKE**

To celebrate the 237th anniversary of the U.S. Army, Buddy is creating two very special cakes. One must wow an audience of troops in Times Square, while the other cake will travel thousands of miles to reach a unit of troops in Afghanistan. Plus, Buddy plans to treat Sofia’s softball team to a softball-themed cake.

10:30 PM ET/PT

**CAKE BOSS #21** - **HOCUS POCUS**
Buddy must conjure up a magic-themed cake for shock illusionist Dan Sperry, who challenges Buddy to make a cake with no instructions, only a prediction to be locked unopened inside the cake. At delivery, will the prediction come true? Meanwhile, Ralph and Buddy work on a special cake for Marco’s pre-school graduation.

**Tuesday, December 11th**

9:00 PM ET/PT

**LITTLE PEOPLE, BIG WORLD: WEDDING FARM #5 - MATT VERSUS THE VOLCANO**

The Roloffs pull out all the stops to transform the farm into Hawaiian paradise for their final wedding of the season. Matt’s obsession with creating a flaming volcano proves to be an explosive idea with Amy and when Zach announces a major life change, the Roloffs’ plan for the wedding is thrown into chaos.

10:00 PM ET/PT

**FOUR HOUSES: DECK THE HALLS**

In New York, designer Marie puts her refined holiday decorations up against the Christmas light spectacular of retired fireman Kevin, philanthropist Dhonna’s over-the-top, live holiday house and retail coordinator Jason’s heartfelt family tribute.

**Wednesday, December 12th**

8:00 PM ET/PT

**TODDLERS & TIARAS: MOST MEMORABLE MOMENTS**

Toddlers and Tiaras have been bringing on the glitz for three and a half years, with over 200 kids in 80 plus pageants! Take a look back at the best moments in our pageant history, complete with the most wild meltdowns and pageant mom freak-outs on the Toddlers and Tiaras: Most Memorable Moments

9:00 PM ET/PT

**TODDLERS & TIARAS - UNIVERSAL ROYALTY CHRISTMAS**

Annette Hill decks the halls with glitz at the Universal Royalty Christmas pageant in Austin, Texas. The contestants have been working on their Christmas wear routines to convince the judges to give them the gift of the biggest crown! Ava, 3 is promised that if she wins a big crown, her mom will give her diamond earrings. Katlyn, 3 hates getting ready for pageants but turns it on when she hits the stage. Hailey, 9, had her gift come early this year in the form of a $5,000 pageant dress that her dad Chris bought to help her win big. Even though she’s a pageant newbie, he’s hoping the dress will impress!

10:00 PM ET/PT

**JERSEY ON ICE**

In New Jersey, figure skating not only takes grace, dedication, and hard work - it also takes a thick skin. Especially when the no-nonsense coaches, sisters Deana, Andrea and lifelong friend Michele, step on the ice at Floyd Hall Arena in Little Falls. For these loud-mouthed coaches, coming in second place means you’re the first loser. With the first competition of the season coming up, they’ll
do whatever it takes to make sure their students are standing at the top of the podium, "Gettin the G" - that's Jersey speak for gold medals, baby!

Thursday, December 13th

9:00 PM ET/PT

TOP 10 WEDDINGS OF 2012

This year's celebrity weddings were more glamorous and unique than ever and we've got all of the fabulous details. We're inviting you to the must see weddings of the year as Sherri Shepherd counts down the Top 10 Weddings of 2012. Who will top the list?

Friday, December 14th

9:00 PM ET/PT

SAY YES TO THE DRESS: BRIDESMAIDS #15 - SISTERS AND FROTHERS

Bride Maria's bossy big sister is fighting her tooth and nail over her vision of having the bridesmaids wear a form-fitting dress, while Bride Lindsey is waging her own battle with her mom over dress necklines.

9:30 PM ET/PT

SAY YES TO THE DRESS: BRIDESMAIDS #16 - EPISODE 16

No episode description available at this time.

10:00 PM ET/PT

BRIDES OF BEVERLY HILLS #15 - DANIELA DEA

A famous Hollywood body double helps her best friend select a wedding gown, while a Master Chef finds her dream dress with the help of her divorced parents.

10:30 PM ET/PT

BRIDES OF BEVERLY HILLS #14 - KATIE ADAMS

A quintessential Beverly Hills bride undergoes a lip procedure and finds a gown in time for her wedding, while a self-proclaimed "picky" bride falls in love with every dress she tries on.

Sunday, December 16th

8:00 PM ET/PT
WILLIAM AND KATE: A ROYAL BABY STORY

With news that William & Kate are expecting their first child, Royal Baby fever is sweeping the nation. Get an inside look at what life will be like for the most famous unborn child in the world.

9:00 PM ET/PT

SISTER WIVES #16 – MOURNING THE LOSS

Tensions rise as the Sister Wives fight for the bonus features they want for each house. Who stays in budget and who goes way over? Later, the Brown family digs deep when the family pet is ailing. A compromise leaves them all in tears.

9:30 PM ET/PT

SISTER WIVES #17 – CONFRONTING FAILURE

With the Sister Wives living separately for over a year now, the Brown family structure is falling apart. After stressing out over finances, the wives try hard to start a web business, and Christine makes another attempt to pass her real estate exam.

10:00 PM ET/PT

SIN CITY RULES #2- WHINE TASTING

After ugly rumors surface, Lori invites the girls over so that Lana and Alicia can clear the air. With some creepy disturbances in the office, Amy contacts a medium to further explore. Jen struggles to maintain a healthy balance between family and poker.